Ford explorer bug deflector

An E-Gift card is the fastest way to send a gift card amount immediately to your recipient's
email address provided below. The recipient will receive an email upon your order completion
with the information you provided along with an active gift card number for the amount chosen
that they can use for future purchases on WeatherTech. Made from aerospace-grade acrylic, it
is virtually indestructible and extremely scratch resistant. Attaches easily to most SUVs, trucks,
minivans or cars using either a 3M brand automotive adhesive tape or fasteners that use
existing holes in your Ford Explorer's hood. No drilling is required. A beautiful and protective
addition to any vehicle. WeatherTech Direct, LLC warrants that our products will be free from
any defects in materials and workmanship for the life of the original purchaser and only for the
original vehicle they were installed in. That does not mean that a product that simply and
naturally wears out from normal use is a candidate for a warranty replacement or a refund. Like
tires, brake pads or the shoes on your feet, everything wears out and when it does, that does
not mean you did not receive good value for your money. We are reasonable people and we
believe in true customer satisfaction. We will work with you for a fair resolution to any issue you
may have. Fair is defined as being fair to both you the customer and to WeatherTech. We do not
charge extra for our products to our vast majority of customers so we can accommodate
ridiculous warranty claims by the few. Our decision is final and will consist of either
replacement of your product at no charge or charge you a prorated amount for a replacement,
meaning we may extend a discount to you to purchase an exact replacement. Our goal is to
keep our customers happy for a lifetime and always reach a fair resolution to any issue. Proof of
purchase is required. Exclusions to this warranty include wear due to severe abrasive
conditions, chemical contamination, such as spilled gasoline, bleach, vehicle accidents,
misuse, abuse, incorrect installation, incorrect use, etc. When properly installed, you can safely
enter a car wash. Am I doing something wrong? These features often need to be adjusted in
order for the hood to close properly. In some cases, the hood might just need to be pushed
down to latch properly. Be sure to follow the installation instructions carefully as completing
the steps out of order can lead to similar issues. The Stone and Bug Deflector uses a special
automotive adhesive that does not remove, scratch, or fade paint. Continue Shopping. View
Accessible Videos. Share Facebook Twitter Pintrest. Vehicle: Ford Explorer. Edit Vehicle. Part
Number: Vehicle Options: Edit Options. Please Note: No Tape Mounting, uses existing holes
under the hood of the vehicle. Message: characters remaining. Sorry, this product is
unavailable. Click HERE to sign up to know when new products become available. Login to view
price and order. Please Note, read No Tape Mounting, uses existing holes under the hood of the
vehicle. Return to Videos tab Videos. Return to Lifetime Limited Warranty tab Lifetime Limited
Warranty Lifetime Limited Warranty WeatherTech Direct, LLC warrants that our products will be
free from any defects in materials and workmanship for the life of the original purchaser and
only for the original vehicle they were installed in. Return to Intallation tab Installation
Installation Instructions. Return to Testimonials tab Reviews. Is this product Car Wash safe?
Back to Top. Related Products for. View All Related Products. You are now leaving
WeatherTech. In some parts of the country, a tough vehicle is essential like the Ford Explorer.
When searching for comfortable control and affordable quality vehicles manufactured by Ford
can be trusted. When consumers want unusual detailing and dependable comfort, Ford cars
effortlessly take the lead. For ages Ford has offered hard working and rugged vehicles that
consumers can count on to do the job. It's a rough road, but your Ford Explorer was made to
overcome it on the condition that it is maintained with top quality OEM and aftermarket parts.
For lasting quality and long service life consumers can believe in the expertise of Ford, a well
respected car manufacturer. With high-tech ingenuity and tremendously sexy style, no car is
more sought-after than an elegant Ford. The newest vehicles are packed with a variety of
features which need the best replacement parts. The Ford Explorer Bug Shield guards the front
of the car from damage to the paint and bugs aside from improving the visual appeal of the
vehicle. The Ford Explorer Bug Shield will defend the front section of your car's hood from bugs
as well as highway garbage. The Ford Explorer Bug Shield is a custom shield which connects to
the nose of your vehicle to deflect bugs and dirt from chipping the vehicle's surface. A Ford
Explorer Bug Shield is an exterior accessory item for your car or truck's front end. Choosing a
Ford was a smart choice, and keeping it in showroom condition is even more sensible. They are
available for the following Ford Explorer years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 21, 20, 19,
18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 09, 08, 07, 06, 05, 04, 03, 02, 01, 00, 99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92,
This part is also sometimes called Ford Explorer Bug Deflectors. Quick delivery. Excellent price.
Accurate description. Easy to install - Done within 30 mins. Looks great - dark color. I have a
Ford Explorer. Bug shield was not damaged on arrival. Arrived a day early. Easy to install. What
more yo ask for? I haven't actually put this on yet due to the weather but the product looks
great and it does fit. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply

submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to
return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web
to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge.
Auto Ventshade Bug Shield. Read more reviews. Product was as described, brand new, cheap
price, arrived within 2 days. Would recommend! I am very satisfied with this product. It was
easy to install, and looks good. Catalog: F. Catalog: T. Vehicle Ford Explorer. Skip to main
content of over 1, results for "ford explorer bug shield". Skip to main search results. Eligible for
Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals.
International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your
Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Amazon's Choice for ford explorer bug
shield. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Lowest price in 30 days. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Get it as
soon as Wed, Mar 3. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Only 16 left in stock more on the way.
Only 10 left in stock more on the way. Only 6 left in stock more on the way. FREE Shipping. Only
8 left in stock - order soon. Only 8 left in stock more on the way. Only 6 left in stock - order
soon. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back
to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. For more information go to But a bug
shield isn't just used to keep pesky insects away; it's also helpful in preventing small road
debris from hitting your vehicle. It's quite a handy piece of accessory especially if you're
planning to take your Ford Explorer out for a long ride. Your bug shield is also built tough and
only requires some minor upkeep in order for it to continue doing its job properly. Put on a little
elbow grease into keeping your bug shield in tiptop shape so you can drive your car safely even
through a road swarmed with moths. Here are a few maintenance tips for your Ford Explorer
bug shield:. There's no way you can avoid dust, dirt, and grime from sticking on your bug
shield's surface. The best thing you can do is to prevent it from looking totally dull and
neglected by washing it regularly. This accessory is usually cleaned using mild plastic-friendly
car soap and a soft non-abrasive rag. You should also try to flush out debris that got stuck in
between the bug shield and car hood by hosing water on that area. Don't forget to apply plastic
polish to restore its shine. Check the manual that came with your bug shield for further washing
and polishing instructions. Don't procrastinate when it comes to fixing your broken bug shield.
No matter how big or small the damage is, it can still severely affect its integrity. So, routinely
check your bug shield for signs of wear and tear. If you see small scratches, apply a bit of
polish and buff it off to restore its gleam. If there are cracks on your bug shield, put solvent
cement sparingly over the damaged area. Your bug shield is attached to your car's hood by a
series of bolts. These bolts become loose over time because of the constant vibration from your
car. To avoid compromising your safety and of those around you while you're on the road,
always check if the bug shield is bolted on securely and make sure to tighten them if not. The
bug shield of your Ford Explorer is primarily used to deflect bugs and small debris off your
windshield. It is mounted at a spot where it gets continuously beaten by the wind every time you
drive. Because of this, your bug shield is prone to getting damaged over time. It may look like
an innocuous accessory, but a broken bug shield can also be a safety hazard. Imagine the
amount of damage it can cause if it gets detached from the hood and flung towards your
windshield while you're driving fast on the road. To keep this kind of horrific accidents from
happening, keep an eye out for the following problems you're likely to encounter with your Ford
Explorer bug shield:. From miscellaneous trash to pebbles kicked up by the roadâ€”there are a
lot of things that can hit and damage your bug shield while you're driving. Because of this,
cracks and broken edges are not uncommon things to see over its surface. A quick visual
inspection is all you need to do to locate the cracks, scratches, and broken areas. It's a good
thing that fixing this problem is just as easy as detecting it. Simply apply an adhesive over the
damaged area to put it back into shape. However, if the bug shield is broken beyond repair,
replacement is better recommended. Not only does this ensure your safety, but it also keeps
your car's front end looking well taken care of. Whether you installed your bug shield the wrong
way or you just have a bug shield model that's not suitable for your Explorer, having an

incorrectly mounted bug shield can be annoying especially when it starts making unusual
vibrating noises over your car hood. If you've been experiencing this problem, then you should
check if your bug shield is mounted and bolted at the proper place. Consult the manual that
came with it to verify its specifications. A set of mounting bolts securely holds your bug shield
in place. After some time, some of these bolts become loose and may fall off your vehicle while
you're on the road. If your bug shield is looking loosely attached and making noises over the
hood of your car, check its bolts to see if they're complete. Replace or tighten them up as
needed. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order.
Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. S
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elect your vehicle. Ford Explorer Bug Shield. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Bug Shield
part. Attachment Style. Shop Ford Explorer Bug Shield. Showing 1 - 15 of 34 results. Display
item:. Sort by:. Part Number: V Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.
Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 15 of 34 results. Aug 03, Daniel chlopek. Purchased on Jul 20, Jun 11,
Purchased on Dec 17, Bug Guard. This is a very good product it protects your hood from
scatches and nicks from bugs and rocks it also helps keep your window cleaner in rain and
snow. Purchased on Dec 13, Show More. Ford Explorer Bug Shield Guides. Here are a few
maintenance tips for your Ford Explorer bug shield: Regularly clean your bug shield using the
right products. Repair damage as soon as you see one. Routinely check the condition of its
attachments. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

